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1. In 19T2 we proposed a unified gauge theory of weak, electromagnetic

and strong interactions based on a fundamental l6-fold fermlon multiplet F

which combines the four known leptons (v , e~, U~, v ) with three quartets

of red, yellow and blue quarks (p,n,A,x) - All "low-energy" phenomena could

be described by the minimal anomaly-free non-abelian gauge symmetry

SU.(2) x SU_(2) x su(lj) ,

Since the kinetic-energy term for the sixteen fundamental fields

permits of a symmetry group as large as Su(32), on purely theoret ical

grounds there is no reason why the full symmetry Sli(32) - or any of i t s
Mnatural subgroups \ e.g. SUL{M x SUR(1() x St^CO' SUB(k)' - should not

have been gauged, the relevant gauge fields and their physical effects mani-

festing themselves at energies higher still. There would however be one

important change; to secure freedom from anomalies,one must supplement the

basic set of sixteen fermions F , by a mirror set F1 , the two sets F and

F' being coupled with opposite chiral projections to the same gauge bosons.

The gauge theory would then be invariant under the mirror transformation

and F,
L R

assumed that
R

This suggestion was made in Refs.3 and It, where we

F1 is heavy and that normal matter is composed of F only.

With the discovery of new J/!JJ matter, i t is natural to consider the

possibility that these particles reflect one or more of the new quantum numbers

(colour, charm and mirror). excitations of charm and/or mirror being permissible

at present energies if the corresponding quarks l ie around 1 to 2 GeV above

the normal (p,n,A) quarks. In this note we wish to examine possible assign-

ments of these quantum numbers to J/i|>'s, the relevance of Kolar-mine events

either as decaying integer-charge quarks or as heavy leptons contained in F'

and the possible manifestation of the mirror-quantum number in v-\J scattering.

2. The strong symmetry: The two fermionie multiplets F and F' may be

displayed by the h * h arrays:

1
Pd " v.|

= V

L,F.

K K
v ' v •

K
n1

c
A '

c

K

"a
n d

Aa
Y r

= E°

= E"

= H~

(1)
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2 e
X denotes charm; p' is mirror to ,p and E and M are heavy leptons.
To simplify discussion, gauge 6 i | = SU(2)L x 5U(2)R * SU(lt)^ x EUCO^ ,

for which F' ~ FT = (2+2,1,14,1) and F* ~ F = (1,2+2,1,1). The anomaly-
free strong gauge Lagrangian generated by SU(U)' x SUW' i s :

) . ( 2 )

Here A 'a act on colour indices (a,b,c,d). Spontaneous symmetry breaking
can be arranged such that the tvo octets of vector and axial-vector

gauge eigenstates (V ± V ) pertaining to
)

^ * SU(3)^ are relatively

light (* 3 to 10 GeV), while the remaining (x and X ), which couple quarks and

leptons, are heavy. The important feature of this theory (with both F and F')

is the invariance of the effective strong Lagrangian for the larger global sym-

metry U(8)T * U(8)D x SU(3)' , where 0(8). _ act over the space of eight valency

inaices [(p,n,X,x) + (p'.n1 ,X\x')] L R . This global U(8)L * u(8)R

is broken by quark-mass terms (see later). Assuming that mass splittings

between (p'.n'.X1) are relatively small, the mirror global symmetries,

SU(2)U , SU(3)., ,uould be good symmetries of hadrons in addition to the
PI M — ~ " ~

familiar SU(2} and 5U(3). There is, however, no reason why some members

of F" (e.g. p1 end n') could not be lighter than the charmed quark x •

He will allow such possibilities in the interpretation of J/IJJ .

3. J/I)J particles: The presently attained value of R = 5.9 ± 0.9 at
E = 7.1! GeV and the lack of increase of K/TT ratio in e+e~ annihilation

CM

appear to exclude the hypothesis that the three J/ip particles (which we
shall call 1^(3-1) ,1^(3.7) and \|) (li. l)i are a l l charm-anticharm XX
composites. Depending on relative -asses of XiP' i1 1 '^ ' an^ X1

and of colour octet states, a number of possibilities arise. Note,however,
that in any case the two lowest states (\|i and î ) must bath be assigned
either to colour, or to mirror,or to charm. (This is because ip -• i|i +
it + IT. ) A few typical possibilities are:

a) Colour and charm excited (but not mirror), ik and tp are

colour; i* in particular being a member of the colour gauge octet, while
— 9) —

ip is "xx composite. Naive parton model will give H - 6. (^ as XX
composite has the merit that the large partial width at 250 MeV is accounted
for by assuming that i t s decay into normal hadrons is suppressed by the

- 2 -

Zweig factor appropriate to <t> p + IT decay. Also, in this case, the
F(= Xx) could be relatively

E exceeds 6.h GeV. This
charm composites D(= px end nxl
massive »3.2 BeV and thus not produced until E
could be one possible explanation of lacfc Cf increase of K/ir ratio below
6.h GeV. (Hovever, see Eec5-)

t ob) Mirror and charm excited (but not colour). Assign ^ ana
; in particular assume i> is the mirror p (p )• ty = (E'p' - H'n') / '

1 M ' 1
ijj is i t s radial excitation 1:LJ, If mirror 1-spin (I )

mirror

while I )M
defined in the (p ' ,n ' ) space i s a good quantum number (except for electro-
magietism), this could account for the extreme narrowness of iK ,
through a normal Zweig rule suppression (10 ) , as observed in $ •* p + TT
decay, allied with the factor a from electromagnetism. A mirror to
(» = (p"'p'+5'n1)/ Y?) nearly degenerate with PM would be expected to exist
with a production cross-section(in e+e" experiment)a factor 9 lower than for
p.. (analogous to u):p, situation). However, i ts width - suppressed only throughM
normal Zweig rule (but not through electromagnetism) - would be considerably
larger than that of PM , making i t harder to detect.

If colour is not yet excited, tp_ may be associated with charm-
anticharm xx composite as in Case a) . (R = 5 assuming excitations
of p,n,X,x,p' and n1.) If colour is excited, <|J could be a member of tha
colour gauge octet. In this case (unless if, i s a superposition of two
resonant states ) i t s brcadness would be attributed to the strong decay
\|i C*.l) •+ TT(colour) + pions.

All these possibilities would have their decisive tests in the
discovery (or non-appearance) of associated composites carrying the new
quantum numbers. Besides the well-known charmed F and D states,
full mirror excitation would require the existence of thirty-two mixed
(qc.1) and (q'q) composite states (vith spins 0,1) , ExampleB of these are:

IS)

> O \ i\ , N ^ (3)

Note that the decays of the lowest-lying mixed composites arise only through

weak interactions (see later) .
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It. Kolar-mine events: The recently reported Kolar-mine eventB appear

to suggest the existence of new massive objects (nut 2-5 GeV} vhlch decay vith

lifetimes between 10~^ to 10 sec. 'on the one hand ana 10 sec. on the other,

depending on whether they are produced in the upper atmosphere

or in the rook through cosmic ray neutrino inter-

actions (a suggestion due to the experimenters themselves). Within the present

.model it is natural to ascribe these events either to decaying neutral heavy .

leptons E° Cor M°) in the mirror multiplet or to decaying integral-charge quarks

All quarks in our model decay into leptons - the fandamental mechanism

for such decays being the mixing of weak gauge bosons W with the very

massive gauge mesons (X-mesons) which couple quarks to leptons (q •+ W+q •*

x + 4 + (£+5) + q). There are a number of selection rules for

such decays in our basic model, as a consequence of vhich red quarks have

relatively long lives ( " 10"5 to 10"5 sees, for m ~> 2 - 5 GeV}

while blue and yellow quarks are shorter-lived { » 10 to 10" sees.). One

may envisage the Kolar events to "be V + K -* q + q + u~ + H followed by quark

decays to leptons (and possibly pions) with lifetimes * 10 sees.

Alternatively, if the new objects were produced in the upper atmosphere, a

possible interpretation could be the production of charged heavy leptons via

y * E + E~ followed by norssal weak, decays of Ir(E~-> E + e~ + v . or
- 0 -\
E —• E + TT I . Unlike other possibly sd hoc schemes, the

important point about our model unifying baryons and leptons is that all

heavy leptons (Just like all quarks) are naturally unstable, no individual

lepton number L , L , L_ , I. being absolutely conserved. E^ , for

example, would decay through the chain:

which is followed by a rapid weak decay of H . (This of course assumes
2)

nigO J "V"-) (With the effective strength for X interaction

s; 10" GeV , we estimate T E 0 a lo"
14 sec. if m ^ m 2.2 GeV and

m[J+ Kt 1-8 GeV.} Hote the pair production of E + E~ will contribute one

unit to the experimental value of E , if E C M > 2»E_ . Thus one (among other)

explanation of the rise in the SPEAR Toss-section between 4,6 and 5 GeV,

might be the opening of (E + E~) channel.

We conclude this section vith the general remark that, on the basis

of lifetime estimates only, decaying integer-charge quarks and heavy charged

leptons are hard to distinguish. However, when production cross-sections are

considered,there is the distinction that neutral heavy leptons are produced

through wesi interactions only, which may eaBily be distinguished from the

More important
-33 -32 2

more copious quark production possibly *10 - 10 cm

is tne distinction that slow and long-lived (T ̂  10~ sec.) quarks

(not being absorbed by normal hadronie matter) shouia scatter against nuclei

vith cross—sections ailO em ; something unattainable for heavy leptons.

5. Fermi-mass matrix, the weak gauges: How we exhibit certain nev

complexions in the weak gauge interactions which arise due to the presence of

both F and I" and point out, in particular, their implications in

scatterings.Splitting F _ and F' _ into valency doublets T.T _ =[gSplitt

,R = { X/L.a n d F2L,R = { X/L.R
terns vould take the form:

Feral-mass

Here are vacuua expectation values of appropriate Higgs-Kibble
16)

fields and a , , b , e , € are constant parameters . Hote that

<^$y can induce familiar Cabibbo mixings between (n ,X ) , (n_,X_) etc.,

while 6, €' terms give rise to F-F1 mixing, (Hote £ + e' would

induce P and CP violating mass terms.) In the presence of both types of

mixing, the SU(2) * SU(2)n weak gauge interactions, expressed in terms of the

diagonal Fermi fields

colour indices);

17)
in general take the form (suppressing a>b,c

y l (5)

where FiL R ( ® ) and F., (©) are the rotated doublets,in general in-

volving familiar Cabibbo angleB {6 ) and eight angles ($,£,S,n).

specific ' to F-F' nixing between (p,pr)7 „ (n ,n')T „,••• We shall
LjH c c L,r!

refer to these as "skcvness" angles, ( 5*or example, after diagonal!zation,

p •* p coE<t + p1 siu^ and p1 •+ -p simt + p1 cosi , etc., c denotes Cabibbo

rotated fields.) In the limit of all skewness angles —0 , we recover the

"normal" theory vith no special effects appearing due to the presence of



mirror. Hovever, F-F' mixing can gi-ve rise to intriguing possibilities;

two models are listed below Cwhere, for simplicity, all left skevness angles

are set eijual to zero 3,

Model I: Allow skevness angles $ and TL to be nearly maximal

{i.e. P R-»P R and xE •"+ X R). the ^ ana ? 2 gauge boson couplings are:

In addition to the familiar weak interactions generated by the lighter if

mesons, the following new features arise:

a) Above threshold for production of heavy mesonic n'p , n'ii and

baryonic (n'qij) composites (relevant for * small), the right current

n'y^U + iY5)p coupled to W~ gives rise to a y-independent term to anti-

neutrino scattering cross-section d c(\J + K •+ y + X)/dx dy within a parton

model context, without making an analogous contribution to neutrino scattering.

This, together with the contribution from the familiar V-A current py (l - iy )n

(which leads to distributions proportional to f(x) and f(x) (l-y)2 for

v and v , respectively}, gives a simple explanation of the observed anomaly

in (v,v) charged current scattering processes. These show that

for small x * °-l > both v and \j distributions are nearly independent

of y , contrary to the expectations from the simple (V-A) theory.

b) The neutral weak boson Z

ronic current in the

This violates parity and has vector 1 = 0, 1 and axial

in the present theory is coupled to
7®

the following hadronic current in the (p,n) space: J (p,n) =-(l/2)

(PYyP - 'nT^Y^)I = 0,1 pieces,

c) If x is heavier than mirror X' , D and F particles could

decay into (A'p) and (X'T) composites plus pions (in addition to the

familiar (KIT) and (KK) decays).

" .'*'*••• -ih-

Model- II: An alternative aoael for weak interactions.which could arise from

(T)

Besides explaining v,v anomaly 'see above), this complexion for weak currents
provides an attractive new term for the effective | i s | = 1 non-leptonic

oil
interaction ' Ĝ  COS6L(HY (l + iY5)x)(XY (l - iYjU) in addition to

G- eos6T sin8T (ny,,(l - iYc>p)(pY,,{l - i Y j x ) • ThiBthe familiar term

term is pure AI = I and is not suppressed

—
by Cabibbo factor sin8T

Hote that the neutral current coupled to Z in this model is pure

vector

A choice between Models I and II can be made by examining the decay

modes of charmed D and F particles. Model II (but not Model I) permits

their decay into pions at rates comparable to Kit or KK decays.

To conclude, it is conceivable that v,v scattering anomaly may

3) •*)
already be providing direct evidence for mirror ' - one single concept

which appears to combine a number of disparate ideas (heavier quarks, four

heavy leptons plus a natural explanation of v,v anomaly through a mirror

helieity interchange).
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quarks). The explanation for extreme narrowness of ^ is due
to Barnett.

flote the dominant mechanism p^ •* u^ —• hadrons for PM decays isp^
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PM
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2
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